
 

 

 

August 28, 2018 

 

Scott Streiner 

Chair and CEO 

Canadian Transportation Agency 

15 Eddy Street 

Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0N9 

 

Dear Mr. Streiner, 

 

Re: Air Passenger Protection Regulations 

 

With members located in every region of the country, the Canadian Business Aviation Association (CBAA) 

is the national voice of Canada’s $12.1 billion business aviation sector, representing its interests both 

domestically and internationally.   

 

As chief executive of CBAA, I am pleased to make this representation on behalf of our membership. While 

the CBAA appreciates that many representations will be made during this consultation process in regard to 

the specifics of the passenger protection proposals, the CBAA concern is strictly in regard to the application 

of whatever proposals the CTA determines are appropriate.  The legislation, and the mandate to the CTA 

from the Minister’s office has directed the CTA to recommend these passenger protections on “air carriers” 

licensed by the CTA. 

 

The CBAA would submit that again, the regulatory authority is proceeding on a “one size fits all” basis, in 

a situation where the proposed regulations can only be complied with by an extremely small percentage of 

a Canadian licensed air carriers.  Indeed, out of the over 800 licensees of the CTA, these proposals should 

be restricted to the less than a dozen licensed domestic air carriers utilizing large aircraft on scheduled 

operations. 

 

The CBAA would propose that whatever passenger protection regulations are promulgated, they should 

only be applicable to and enforced against air carriers (i) authorized to use large aircraft (over 89 

passengers), (ii) that are making transportation services publicly available directly to consumers and (iii) 

with operations utilizing air terminal facilities.  

 

Consumer protection legislation in Canada focuses on the consumer.  For instance, the Consumer Protection 

Act, 2002 S.O. of Ontario clearly sets forth that focus with their definition of consumer meaning an 

individual acting for personal, family or household purposes and does not include a person who is acting 

for business purposes.  As the vast majority of air carriers (i) do not provide publicly available seats to 

consumers, (ii) do not operate large aircraft or (iii) operate out of air terminal facilities, these proposed 

passenger protections need to be clarified as to application during this consultative process.  

 

The CBAA’s prime focus is the business aircraft operators, who should clearly be exempt from any of these 

proposed regulations, even when their aircraft are being utilized by an aircraft management company on a 

commercial basis pursuant to their AOC’s.   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

All business to business (“B2B”) contracts by commercial air services should be exempt under this 

legislation.  While the restriction to large aircraft would eliminate required compliance by a significant 

number of smaller commercial air services in Canada, there are aircraft certified as large aircraft being 

utilized by various commercial air services which are still not publicly available.  There is ample precedent 

for size of aircraft exemptions in the present ATR’s, with the exemption from TPC’s being set forth in ATR 

93 on aircraft under 15,900 kgs. 

 

Large executive jets may not qualify under the proposed large aircraft exemption.  Also, significant 

workplace charters are conducted by many Canadian operators utilizing large aircraft. However, these are 

B2B transactions and no consumer money is involved in the transaction, as the consumer is not the 

contracting party. 

 

The CTA, by focusing on the legacy air carrier industry in this review, needs to clarify compliance 

requirements that will be imposed on hundreds of Canadian air services, that simply stated, cannot be met 

by those air services as they are impractical and unnecessary to protect consumers. 

 

Yours very truly, 

 
Anthony Norejko 

President and CEO 

 


